
 

Novel genetic manipulation technique can
help scientists make the most of radiation-
resistant bacterium

April 25 2023

  
 

  

Step 1: Transformation of the seamless deletion (SD) cassette, containing a
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neomycin resistance gene (nptII) and β-galactosidase (lacZ) gene for antibiotic
selection and visual screening, into D. radiodurans. Homologous recombination
of the 1-kb homology 1 (H1) and homology 2 (H2) regions with the D.
radiodurans genome results in integration of the SD cassette replacing the gene
of interest (GOI). Step 2: Conjugation of the pSLICER plasmid into D.
radiodurans where it expresses the codon-optimized I-SceI endonuclease that
cuts at the 18-bp I-SceI restriction site within the SD cassette. This double-strand
break prompts a second homologous recombination event between H1 and the
duplicated 3′ 80 bp of H1, removing the nptII and lacZ markers. Step 3: Finally,
plasmid curing to remove pSLICER results in a marker-free D. radiodurans
∆GOI strain. Created with BioRender.com. Credit: BioDesign Research (2023).
DOI: 10.34133/bdr.0009

Deinococcus radiodurans can survive a range of harsh environments and
is resistant to very high levels of ionizing and UV radiation, dehydration,
cold, vacuum, and even acid. Therefore, the bacterium has unmatched
potential to act as a bacterial chassis (i.e., a bacterium that carries and
supports the genetic components necessary for a particular experiment or
application) in synthetic biology. For instance, it can excel as a biological
factory in the industrial production of valuable compounds, help in
nuclear waste or soil treatment, and assist in the remediation of oil spills.
However, genetic engineering tools specific to D. radiodurans are
required to realize the bacterium's potential in human applications.

In a study published in the journal BioDesign Research on February 6,
2023, researchers from the University of Western Ontario discuss their
design of a new method for performing seamless gene deletions in D.
radiodurans. This innovation, named SLICER, may make the genetic
engineering of D. radiodurans significantly easier since the bacterium's
genome has historically been hard to manipulate.

"Many microorganisms possess immune mechanisms called restriction-
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modification (R-M) systems that protect against foreign DNA
molecules. Previous studies have identified some R-M systems in D.
radiodurans, which prevent efficient genetic manipulation of the
bacterium," explains Professor Bogumil Karas, the corresponding author
of the study.

To develop the SLICER method (an abbreviation for seamless loss of
integrated cassettes using endonuclease cleavage and recombination), the
researchers exploited a recombination mechanism in D. radiodurans
responsible for the bacterium's high resistance to radiation and other
stressors. The mechanism is called "homologous recombination," a
process by which D. radiodurans swaps corresponding parts of its two
chromosomes to repair damaged DNA.
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(A) Representative schematic of the multiplex PCR amplicons present in D.
radiodurans strains: 1) wild type (WT), 2) following integration of the SD
cassette at the RM locus (+SD), 3) following conjugation of pSLICER and
excision of the SD cassette (+SLI), and 4) following curing of pSLICER (∆RM).
Expected multiplex PCR amplicons are shown as green lines with the
corresponding size in base pairs. Created with BioRender.com. (B) Spot plates of
10-fold serial dilutions of the same strains listed in (A). All plates contain X-Gal
40 μg ml−1. (C) Gel electrophoresis of multiplex PCR analysis (RM1-RM4
MPX) of a single D. radiodurans colony from each step in the creation of the 4
seamless R-M gene deletions in the order depicted in (A): WT, +SD +SLI, and
following plasmid curing (∆RM1, ∆RM1-2, ∆RM1-3, and ∆RM1-4). Additional
controls include the SD plasmid DNA extracted from E. coli (SD). Expected
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amplicon sizes are approximately 150 bp for the D. radiodurans gDNA control,
300 bp for nptII in the SD cassette, 500 bp for the R-M gene, and 650 bp for the
pSLICER backbone. L, 1-kb plus ladder. Credit: BioDesign Research (2023).
DOI: 10.34133/bdr.0009

The SLICER method involves three steps. In the first step, a strand of
DNA called a seamless deletion (SD) cassette is inserted into the
bacteria. The strand of DNA is flanked by an identical pair of DNA
regions, forming the gene of interest (GOI), which needs to be deleted.
The bacteria's homologous recombination mechanism then replaces the
GOI with the SD cassette in some, but not all, bacteria. The SD cassette
also contains genes that provide the bacteria resistance to certain
antibiotics. Bacteria in which the SD cassette has successfully replaced
the GOI survive and produce colonies in a growth medium containing
the antibiotic.

In the second step, after the bacteria with the SD cassette has been
isolated using antibiotic selection, a circular DNA strand called
"pSLICER plasmid" is introduced into the cell. The plasmid then
produces an endonuclease enzyme that makes a cut in the SD cassette,
prompting the bacteria to remove it using homologous recombination. In
the third step, the pSLICER plasmid is eliminated, resulting in a
bacterial strain lacking GOI.

The researchers selectively removed five of the six known R-M systems
in D. radiodurans to demonstrate the effectiveness of the SLICER
method. Bacterial growth and resistance to foreign DNA was unaffected
by this. Professor Karas concludes, "While transformation was not
significantly improved in our final strain, the SLICER method was
demonstrated as an efficient method for engineering D. radiodurans. It
could enable the deletion of multiple genes of interest (GOI) and
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ultimately lead to the further development of laboratory or industrial
strains, with multiple applications."

  More information: Stephanie L. Brumwell et al, SLICER: A Seamless
Gene Deletion Method for Deinococcus radiodurans, BioDesign
Research (2023). DOI: 10.34133/bdr.0009
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